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Supplemental Figure 1. Individual animal weights plotted over time for treatment groups 
shown in Figure 6. As an indication of toxicity to treatment or to tumor progression the individual 

animal weights were plotted over time for the control groups 1 and 3 and the experimental groups 

2, and 4-7. Weight information collected every 3-4 days was plotted starting at day 12 when the 

second alloCTL injection and first 5-FC cycle was started. The 5-FC cycles are shown on the 

abscissa for each chart and weights were plotted through day 106 to give an indication of treatment 

toxicity, tumor morbidity, or both. Results shown are from an experiment with an n=9-10/group.  

 

Supplemental Figure 2. Histology of brains from animals exhibiting extended survival from  
treatment groups 6 and 7 from the experiment shown in Figure 6. A) Gross coronal section of 

brain from a group 7 animal that survived 114 days (Animal 7-2 from Supplemental Table 3). The 

section shows absence of tumor. The section was near the cannulation site (arrow) as evidenced by 

focal tissue disruption, but revealed little damage to surrounding normal brain. B) Coronal section 

showing one hemisphere of brain from group 6 animal that survived 72 days. The animal died 

from extensive tumor growth. Cannula placement probably contributed to the tissue tear at the top 

where tumor is visible in nearby leptomeningeal space. Leptomeningeal tumor spread likely 

seeded the parenchyma at the base of the brain and shows massive tumor cell invasion as finger-

like projections. C) Higher power view from the rectangle in B shows the glandular-like invasive 

spread (arrowheads) of the carcinoma cells in brain parenchyma. The bars in panels A and B  

represent 1 mm, and in C, 100 µm. 

 

Supplemental Figure 3. Clinical study design formulated for immunogene therapy of brain 
metastases. Shown at steps: 1.  A blood draw from patient allows for isolation of PBMC 

stimulators that are expanded with high dose Interleukin-2 and OKT3.   2.   Inactivation of 

expanded stimulators occurs by exposure to gamma irradiation.   3.  Leukapheresis of healthy 

allodonor partially HLA-disparate to the patient is performed to obtain responder lymphocytes 

(i.e., precursor alloCTL).  4.  A one-way MLR is performed with inactivated stimulators mixed 

with responders. Expansion of sensitized responders in culture with low-dose Interleukin-2 

generates alloCTL.  5.  Patient undergoes a craniectomy for intracranial implant of alloCTL plus 

RRV and to install a catheter/reservoir; more alloCTL would be infused through the catheter one 

week later to complete Treatment cycle 1. Treatment cycles 2 through 5 involve intracranial 

infusion of alloCTL plus RRV, then one week later another infusion alloCTL along with 
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intravenous prodrug that is given daily for 5 days. Up to five treatment cycles are possible and 

given every other month. Different allodonors would be used as sources of precursor alloCTL at 

each treatment cycle. 

 

 

 


